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OVERVIEW
Simon Davies has over 25 years of experience in the security operations and technology industry serving in both
security integration and now the consulting community. This experience extends to the development of security
design proposal packages and management of projects throughout EMEA and APAC to include industries such as data
centres, pharmaceuticals, commercial real estate, and commercial banking.
Mr. Davies has managed regional operational sites to ensure compliance is in place with CCSP, EAPs, and AIP. He has
designed crisis and emergency security plans and fostered technical security implementation across new and existing
facilities. In addition, Mr. Davies has collaborated with clients, vendors and third parties whilst also conducting routine
threat, vulnerability, and risk assessments (TVRA). He has coached and developed team members, monitoring,
improving staff personal devolvement through appraisal and performance management tools and provided mentorship
and support to all colleagues. He prioritises in developing processes to improve business efficiency.
Mr. Davies studied mechanical & electrical engineering in Wales, and then joined HM Forces and served in the Royal
Artillery for 9 years as a technical radar operator. He has worked within co-working and the banking industry and finally
as head of operations for a security installation company in London.
Mr. Davies has previously carried out charity runs for both cancer research and diabetes. He also supports the Royal
British Legion with raising funds for Armed Forces families for both serving and ex-serving personnel to ensure they
get the support they need to recover, physically and mentally.
Outside of work, Mr. Davies enjoys playing rugby, camping, walking, and spending family time back on his father’s farm
at the Brecon Beacons in Wales. He is also Head Bailiff for his local fishing lake.
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SOLUTIONS
Technology Design + Engineering
Telecommunications
Security Systems

EDUCATION
Electrical Engineer, Certificate, Newton College

CERTIFICATIONS
C-Cure 9000, System Manager
S2 Security System
Avigilon
Inner Range
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